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INTRODUCTION  

Remote edging (NRE) is an excellent choice for most lenses and frames, like plastic and 
metal frames with traditional bevel as well as nylor frames.  
We have created this quick guide as a complement to the more extensive OpsysWeb 
manual. Here you will find a short summary showing how to scan a nylor frame. You will 
also find tips and recommendations which can be useful in the NRE ordering process. 

 TIPS WHEN ORDERING NRE LENSES  

To achieve the best possible cosmetic result we recommend the remote edging process for 
powers with the limits of -8,00 and +6,00 Dptr with a cylinder up to 3.00 (strongest 
meridian). Max limit for prism is 2 Dptr in both directions. Within these limits you can use 
the default settings for bevel placement etc.  

It is of course possible to order higher powers in the NRE process, but in this case it is 
important to know where to place the bevel and to make the necessary adjustments in 
OpsysWeb to obtain a good, cosmetic result.  

In order to obtain the best result in quality and fitting for NRE lenses we want you to pay 
attention to a couple of situations where you might need to spend a bit more time on 
assessment and scanning. In some cases the best solution can be to send the order together 
with the frame for edging and mounting in our work shop.  

• NYLOR FRAMES - for this type of frame, RX-lenses index 1.6 / 1.67 are recommended due 
to the edge thickness. Stock lenses can be used for minus lenses, but in that case it is 
necessary to check that the edge thickness has a minimum of 1.8 mm before sending the 
order.  

• FRAME WRAP AND BASE CURVEOF LENSES - check that the curvature of the frame 
(measure the frame not the demo lenses) is corresponding to the curvature of the lenses. 
The difference should not be more than 2 Dptr for a good result, and the curvature 
difference between right and left lens should not be more than 2 Dptr.  

• COLD INSERT – If you have a frame which shall be mounted cold, marked ”Cold insert”, 
please choose the option ”cold glaze” when choosing frame type. The lenses will then be 
edged slightly smaller which make them easier to mount.  

• TITAN-METAL WIRE-, INLINE frames and RIMLESS DRILLED – for best result we recommend 
you to send in the job for edging and mounting in our work shop. 
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1 Tess tracer care 

The Tess tracer is a precision instrument with a tolerance of +/- 0.2mm on the perimeter 
while tracing, therefore any of following may have an impact on the fit of your lenses.  

• Keep the tracer on a flat vibration free surface (this should be kept static once in 
place, movement of the equipment is not advised) 

• Keep the stylus, shaft and chamber clean with a damp cloth and keep the lid closed 
when not in use  

• The tracer must be used between 15°C and 30°C 

• Run the Daily Check at the start of each day and Calibrate if it fails (TEC 6014) 

• Periodically check the lower rubber clamps are not split 

• Calibrate once a month 
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CONTRACT REVIEW - FRAMES AND TRACING 

Certain frames are not suitable for tracing due to their design or material. These include: 
• Very flexible frames (Some TR90) 

• Lindberg acetate plastics (as per Lindberg’s Terms & Conditions) 

• Frames over 9 base 

• Frames without V groove 

• SPX (Cold Glaze) 

• Frames with gaps in the rim 

• Metal or plastic inline nylors such as Lindberg, Prodesign and IC Berlin 

• Gallery frames 

• Wood and horn frames 

• Heavily distorted frames 

If the frame sides flex during tracing it’s generally a sign the frame is too flexible. You will 
likely experience incorrect sizing or a poor fit with these, potentially causing a delay for your 
patients. 

 

 

Essilor’s Glazing service would be much better suited to these difficult frames. 
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CONTRACT REVIEW - FRAMES AND TRACING 

Full Rim (Metal/Plastic) 

• The frame should be clean before it is scanned (no debris in the groove) 

• Individual full rim frames should be traced for every job rather than using a library 
shape as frame manufacturing tolerance can affect sizing/fitting. 

• Ensure the frame is setup correctly and not deformed before attempting to scan. An 
uneven frame could resort in an error when trying to place the order. Ensure no 
more than 0.5mm difference between A and B measurement for RE and LE 

• 
With metal frames, pay particular attention to the screw joint area. Fully tighten 
screw joints, check the groove is clear all round and re-scan if necessary. Check for 
symmetry, one eye could be squashed. 
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CONTRACT REVIEW - FRAMES AND TRACING 

 Scanning of Nylor Frames – Demo Lenses  

Mark the lenses in the focimeter (Picture 1), to align the axis of the lenses. You can use right 
or left side. 

 

Attach a blocking pad in the demo lens holder. Choose a big or a small blocking pad 
depending on the height of the lens (B-parameter). 
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Attach blocking tape on the mounted blocking pad and then put your demo lens on the 
blocking tape. Seen from above it will look like in Picture 3. Align the dots from the 
focimeter according to the support bar on the template holder. 

 

Attach the demo lens holder with the demo lens in the tracer in the same way as when you 
do the calibration (demo lens downwards). 

 

Picture shows scanning of right lens (nose pointing to the right) 
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Start the tracer with the big green start button.  

The tracer will stop after a few seconds and you have to choose if it is a right or a left lens. 
This is done using the left button which is blinking right or left. 

 

Once you have chosen side, continue by pushing the big green start button to start the 
scanning. 

When the tracer has finished the scanning you enter the D parameter (nose) using the 
number buttons on the right side of the tracer. Confirm the value with the small green 
button. 

 

The shape will now be sent to the computer to which the tracer is connected. On the screen 
you will see both sides (not only the one scanned) 

 

Always check that the shape and the axis are corresponding to the frame. 
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PLACING THE ORDER AND LENS FIT 

Curve warning 

A yellow curve warning on e-store advises that there is a significant difference between 
the frame’s groove curve and lens bevel curve. Accepting this warning could result in the 
lens being difficult to glaze. If the frame is manipulated this could result in an unsatisfactory 
cosmetic glaze. This is particularly important with plastic frames as the lens may appear 
poorly fitted unless the frame is heated and the curves are better matched.  

 

 

 

 

 

Change lens Index or send to Essilor for glazing.  
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PLACING THE ORDER AND LENS FIT 

Curve warning 

In the case of a high minus lens into a wrap frame, manipulating the frame will cause the 
temples to splay open and the frame will not have correct set up and look cosmetically 
poor.  

 

 

 

 

Change lens Index or send to Essilor for glazing 
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PLACING THE ORDER AND LENS FIT 

Manual bevel positions 

You are able to alter the bevel/groove position, this can be useful where you know you need 
to be careful to control substance ie: if the frame has a gallery or you want to hide the front 
of a very flat minus lens. 

Percent back is the percentage from the front surface of the lens and generally choosing 
30% is good for minimising front protrusions on higher minus powers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We always advise that an experienced glazer sets a manual bevel position. 
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PLACING THE ORDER AND LENS FIT 

Lens Too Thin error 

Essilor calculates the minimum thickness required for the order before taking into account 
the loss of substance for the lens chamfer. 

For stock lenses, this error cannot be worked around. If you click ‘Save’ you can then view 
the calculation data in Drafts to see the minimum edge thickness. You will likely need to 
change the order to a Surfaced lens.  
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PLACING THE ORDER AND LENS FIT 

Won’t cut out 

Off-range Power means the order will not cut out (this text will improve with our new 
ordering system). 

You might need a smaller frame, different index or product with a larger diameter. We could 
also use prism for decentration if the lens is a surfaced single vision. 

In the example on the right, the maximum available diameter based on the product and 
prescription is 75mm. Check the online catalogue for product availability, a DITEST can also 
be useful.  
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POLARISED LENSES  

Polarised sun lenses has a filter inside approximately 1,5 mm from the surface. To achieve 
the best cosmetic result it is important to place the bevel in front of the filter. This means 
that extra care must be taken when ordering remote edging on these glasses. 

Pay attention to the following:  

• The difference in curvature of the frame and the lens should not be more than 1 DPTR. 
You can use the template below to measure the curvature of the frame.  

• Choose bevel placement ”Follow front” (0,8-1,2 mm) in e-store (not Automatic).  

• Be careful not to mount too big lenses. Use your hand edger if necessary to avoid the risk 
that the lens is split due to the filter. 
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EXAMPLE NRE RETURNS CHECKLIST 

• Review the order, checking measurements and correct shape attached  

• Did the order have a curve warning message? 

• If plastic, was Hot/Cold glaze option correctly chosen? 

• Have you followed the NRE Best Practice procedure? 

• Check frame condition 

• Confirm frame is not on the list of prohibited frames 

• Is the frame suitable for the Rx 

• Nose pad/nasal collision? Are you able to hand edge? 

• Rescan frame and check for difference, if A or B more than 0.1mm different, send 
new order with new shape 

Declaration 

• Signed …………………………………………. 

• Name ………………..………………………….. 

• Account No ……………………………………. 

• Practice name …………………………………. 

 

Returning order checks 

• Return all lenses in individual packets 

• Include the frame which must be setup for the patient, including correctly 
positioned nose pads 

• Print online order summary and include with return 
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SUMMARY 

• The Tess tracer is a precision instrument that if used correctly will provide you with 
well fitting lenses 

 

• The equipment must be well maintained/kept clean at all times following all 
maintenance guidelines including a daily check to be run at the start of each day the 
equipment is in use as well as a monthly calibration. 
 

 

• Keep in mind that not all frame can be scanned on the tracer, some should be sent in 
for glazing. 

 

• Always double check scans to ensure you have a good/symmetrical shape. 

 

• Be aware of warnings that appear on e-store these are there to advise that there 
could be a potential issue with your finished lenses. 

 

• More complex prescriptions will need an experienced glazer to set manual bevel 
positions and ensure the edged lenses will be the best fit for the chosen frame. 
 

 

• If lenses do need to be returned please ensure the NRE checklist has been followed 
to ensure your return can be dealt with as quickly and efficiently as possible. 

 

PLEASE NOTE THAT WE WILL NOT ACCEPT RETURNS OF LENSES ORDERED VIA 
NRE/ESTORE OUTSIDE OUR RECOMMENDED POWER LIMITS 


